Radical Hope, or Death
by a Thousand Cuts?
The Future for Indigenous Australians

Michael O'Loughlin

An optimist might argue that the end of the Howard era in
Australian politics opens the door to new possibilities for
Indigenous Australians. The recent apology offered by the Rudd
administration to Australia's stolen generations could also be taken
as a harbinger of change to come. I remain pessimistic, however.
Unless there is acknowledgement of the need for a fundamental
restructuring of the relationship between white Australia and
Australia's Indigenous communities, I see little cause for optimism.
As the artfully titled Coercive Reconciliation makes clem) if
underneath the forthcoming apology and any new policy
initiatives there is any coercive or assimilationist intent, then it is
simply old wine in new bottles and the current demoralising status
guo will prevail. My purpose in this article is to present an analysis
of some of the circumstances in the lives of some Indigenous
Australians, circumstances that have been documented at length
1.
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and at great expense in a seemingly endless stream of official
reports and commentaries. 2 My reading of these circumstances will
suggest that a radical, perhaps even revolutionary change in policy
is called for if those groups suffering the most are to have what
Jonathan Lear terms 'radical hope' for authentically better lives.3
My argument here focuses on one dimension of the experience of
indigenous peoples around the world, namely the effect of mass
trauma on groups of people over extended periods of time. Two
caveats are in order. First, this is only a single detail in the overall
picture, and scholars are producing complementary arguments
from other fields of scholarly studies.4 More critically, since my
analysis draws primarily from psychoanalysis and psychological
studies of trauma, the Eurocentric, racist and lamentable history of
psychology and psychoanalysis must be acknowledged and
reckoned with. s Psychology has played a major role both in the
development of racial classification schemes, particularly the
conceptualization of non-white 'others' as primitive, and in
conceptualizing subjectivity in the terms of the autonomous,
2.
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See, for example, Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Report of the
National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Children from
their Families, Brillgillg 1'''1'11/ HOllie, Sydney, Sterling Press, 1997; S. Gordon, K. Hallahan,
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Premier and Cabinet, Western Australia, 2002; j. Stanley, C"ild Sexllal Abllse ill Illdigellolls
COllllllllllilies, paper presented at the Child Sexual Abuse: justice Response or Alternative
Resolution Conference convened by the Australian Institutc of Criminology, Adelaide, 1-2
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are Sacred', Report of the Northern Territory Board of Inquiry into Protection of Aboriginal
Childrcn form Sexual Abuse, Darwin, Northern Tenitory Government, 201l7.
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essentialized self. 6 Psychoanalysis, too, has focused on individual
change, and has valorized rationality, verbal ability, autonomy,
individual experience and, indeed, the experience of being middle
class. Nevertheless, psychoanalysis has been blessed with schisms
and splits that reveal its resistance to totalization and its
continually resurgent transgressive potential.7 For all its
limitations, psychoanalysis gives us a vocabulary for speaking
about loss and creativity through conceptualizing the unconscious,
and it offers mechanisms for conceptualizing individual and
collective responses to pain and suffering. Lacanian
psychoanalysis, which I invoke here, is particularly relevant
because of its focus on understanding the relationship between
language and culture, the individual and the social, the external
and the internal. Nevertheless, I am fully aware that I, an outsider,
am bringing in an outside frame of reference, and it will ultimately
be for readers to judge whether these insights offer emancipatory
and inclusionary possibilities for re-imagining indigenous
experience or whether this undertaking is yet one more example of
colonial myopia.

The End of History: Catastrophe or Radical Hope?
In Radical Hope Jonathan Lear raises profound questions about
what happens to a people that is confronted with annihilation; with
the end of life as they know it. Lear bases his study on the life of
Plenty Coups, a Crow chief who was head of his tribe at the time of
the westward settler expansion in North America. Lear uses as his
source a book by Frank Linderman, in which Plenty Coups muses
6,

For ~n overview 01 the Jeg~cy 01 psychology in this area, sce M, Ad~ms, Tile MlIlticllltllral
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about the meaning of the elimination of the buffalo herds on the
plains. S Plenty Coups summarized the moment this way: 'But
when the buffalo went away the hearts of my people fell to the
ground, and they could not lift them up again. After this nothing
happened. There was little singing anywhere'.9
Lear goes on to explain how human subjectivity is taken up
through group members becoming a certain way in a particular
cultural context. For young men in Crow society, this identity was
that of a warrior. What befell them when that warrior
identification, with the status and identity it bestowed, was
rendered obsolete? Lear says that for the young people who
managed to survive poverty, geographic dislocation and settler
diseases, the loss of tribal identity resulted in a massive sense of
disorientation. lO Elaborating further, Lear argues that participation
in creating narratives is crucial to the construction of individual
and collective subjectivity. The US Federal government
intervention, in particular the prohibition on intertribal warfare,
denied young Crow warriors the capacity to become what they
imagined. As Lear notes, they lacked a point of view or concept
from which individual or collective identity might be forged. l1 The
Crow lost a way of life. They lost their ritual dances and
ceremonies, and they lost the very purpose of their existence.
Certain rituals such as the domestic ritual of meal preparation
and homemaking appeared to continue on as before. However,
while the activities continued as before, the meaning of those
activities was fundamentally changed. Lear cites, for example, the
case of women preparing a meal for men who were about to go into
battle or on an avenging raid and how this differed existentially
from preparing the same meal merely to keep body and soul
together. It was not the activities, as such, that mattered but the
larger existential meaning with which they were invested. An
initiative, therefore, to restore ritual dances or tribal patterns to a
group, or an assessment of the cultural wellbeing of a group by
observing the presence or absence of certain culturally sanctioned
routines, is likely to be meaningless unless we understand the
extent to which such activities are embedded in an indigenous
concept of culture that has ancestral and historical continuity.
8. F. Lindennon, 1'II'IIIy-ColIl''': CIJi/1'titJ11' CI'o;O", Linenl", Univel'sity of Nebrosko PI'ess, 1962.
9. Quoted in Leol', Radical "'''1'1', p. 2.
Ill. Leol', '{"dim"-Iol"', p. 27.
1"1. I..eol', l{odic,,1 /-/"1"', p. ~2.
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Framing the issue in the context of the destruction of Crow cultural
identity, Lear poses a question that has to be the litmus test of the
health of any indigenous culture: 'All in all, by 1940 one could raise
a question that would have been incomprehensible in 1840: AnlOng
ti,e Crow, is there n Crow?'12
In effect Lear makes the case that the catastrophic collapse of
Crow way of life led to a collapse of the possibilities of Crow
subjectivity. The question, then, of course, is whether something
new can arise from the ashes of the ruins of a civilization. The worst
case scenario, Lear suggests, is that this limbo produces anomie.
Quoting from an interview Frank Linderman held with a Crow
medicine woman, Pretty Shield, in 1931,13 Lear states:
And Pretty Shield related a poignant event. In traditional
upbringing, she said, 'We talked to our children, told them
things they needed to know, but we never struck a child,
never.' Then she paused. 'Lately I did strike a child,' she said
grimly. 'There seemed to be nothing else to do. Times and
children have changed so. One of my grand-daughters ran
off to a dance with a bad young man ... I brought her home
to my place and used a saddle strap on her. I struck hard,
Sign-talker. I hope it helped her, and yet I felt ashamed of
striking my grandchild. 14
In addressing the issue of how people can face catastrophic cultural
collapse, Lear ultimately argues, using Plenty Coups as his
example, that the crisis can be averted, at least to an extent, by
creative adaptation to changed circumstances by the group. I think
Lear may be over-optimistic, particularly looking at the plight of so
many North American indigenous groups today, including the
Crow people. However, I will leave that judgement to the reader.
For my purpose, the importance of Lear's book is in posing the
question that is in the title of this article: Is it possible for
indigenous groups such as the many Aboriginal groups in
Australia to reinvent their subjectivities and experience radical
hope? Or have we created circumstances that are leading
inexorably to cultural annihilation, despair and death by a
thousand cuts? I believe the first is possible and the latter eminently

12. Lenr, RndiCilI HIlI'I'. p. 46.
F. Linden"an. /'1'('//.'/ SIIicld: M.'dicil/.> 1'\101/1111/ 0('"1' em",,;, Lincoln, University of Nebraska

13.

Press,1Y74.
14. Lenr, 1<l1diCIIII-/ol"',
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avoidable. However, for a fuhlre to be possible for Aboriginal peoples,
a fundamental shift in Australian societal attitudes and official
policies toward Aboriginal groups will have to occur. An apology,
however artfully worded, or social policy or land reform initiatives
however well-intended, that are embedded in a fundamentally
assimilative worJdview do not offer grounds for radical hope.

Intergenerational and Collective Trauma
The term 'trauma', which originated in physical medicine, has
taken on increasing currency in psychology and psychiatry.
Individual trauma refers to the exposure of individuals either as
victims or observers of traumatizing events. Sexual assaults,
violent attacks, being taken hostage, participating in combat, and
so on, typically produce symptoms of trauma, of which posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is the most severe. 15 Considering
the suffering indigenous people have undergone worldwide at the
hands of colonizing powers and settler communities, it is
reasonable to expect that many have suffered severe trauma
symptoms. There are two aspects of trauma, however, which are of
particular interest when it comes to understanding the lived
experiences of groups of people who have been through
catastrophic experiences. First, there is the issue of what happens to
individual trauma if it is not processed so that some kind of healing
or resolution is achieved. There appears to be a consensus in the
literature, much of it derived from the considerable literature
around the experiences of Shoah survivors,16 that individual
trauma that is not addressed is transmitted across generations.
Ancestral trauma continues to wreak havoc until a healing process
is put in place. Second, as Kai Erikson notes, we also need to pay
attention to potential damage to the collective fabric of
communities that can result from a systemic assault on a people of
the kind that befell the Crow nation. 17 Since community offers

16.

J. HCl'llli1n, 7h1llll1fl nlld l~cclllwn/, Nc\v York, Bnsic Bouks, 1':)97 fOI';l definitive overview
of the mosl currcnt psychiotric vi~w. For clefinitions of PTSD, see DinSllnslic nlld 5lnlisli(//1
Mn/1I11l1 o( Melllni Disordt'rs, 1'0111'11/ £dilioll, D5M-IV-TI<, Arlington, Virginio, Americon
Psychiolric Associotion, 21l00.
See C. Coroth (ed.l. Trnllllln: EXl'lornliolls ill Melllo,.y, Bollimore, The John Hopkins University
Press, 1995; S. Fdmon ond D. Loub (cds), Teslil/IOIII!, CriSt'S o( Willless ill Lilemllln',
I'sycflOllllnlysis, nlld l1istory, New York ond London, I~oulll'dge, "19'12. For lmnsnoliono!
discussion see Y, Donieli (cd.), IIIlemnliollnll1nlldlJook o( Mlllli.~ellernliollni Lesncies o/7;'nlll/l/ l,
New York, Plenum, 199H.
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people means for dealing with pain, building contexts for intimacy,
and for preserving rituals and traditions, damage to community is
likely to he highly consequential. 18 Drawing on his earlier writing,
Erikson offers the following definition:
By collective trauma, on the other hand, I mean a blow to the
basic tissues of social life that damages the bonds attaching
people together and impairs the prevailing sense of
communality. The collective trauma works its way slowly
and even insidiously into the awareness of those who suffer
from it, so it does not have the quality of suddenness
normally associated with 'trauma'. But it is a form of shock
all the same, a gradual realization that the community no
longer exists as an effective source of support and that an
important part of the self has disappeared ...19

Mechanisms of Trauma Transmission
In a classic article, Ghosts in the Nursery,20 Selma Fraiberg and
colleagues offer compelling evidence as to how trauma in one
generation has profound effects on the emotional lives not only of
the children of the next generation, but even of descendants six or
ten generations hence. Fraiberg et al. speak of families that are
'possessed by their ghosts', intruders that 'have been present at the
christening for two or more generations. While no one has issued
an invitation, the ghosts take up residence and conduct the
rehearsal of the family tragedy from a tattered script'.21 They offer
a clinical case study of a mother who was unable to respond
emotionally to her child. This woman was incapable of narrating
her own life story, such was her emotional constriction. Eventually
the authors learned that she herself had been abandoned as a child,
and that she had come from a family whose lives were etched in
poverty and desperation. As to the effect of this deprivation on her
mothering capacities, Fraiberg et al. note that 'the sad and distant
face of the mother was mirrored in the sad and distant face of the
baby. The room was crowded with ghosts'.22 This mother appeared
18. Erikson, 'Notes on Tr~oll1~', p. 188.
19. Quoled in Erikson, 'Notes on Tr'lllln~', p, i1l7.
21J. S. Frniberg, E. Ad,·lson ~nd V. Sh~pirn, 'Ghosts in the Nursery', 10/11"1I111
AClldelllY ofCilild P,ycllil1/ry, no. 14. pp. 387-42'1, 1975.
21. Fr~iberg el ~J.. 'Ghosts in the Nursery', p. 165.
22. rr~iberg cl ~J., 'Ghosts in the Nursery', p.I72.
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to have severed all connections with memories of separation and
loss, and her attitude to her suffering - and her child's sufferingwas apathetic and detached: 'Forget about it. You get used to it'.23
Throughout the treatment, Fraiberg et al. had become convinced
that this woman nursed a secret, and incest eventually emerged as
her core trauma. In all probability the incest, too, was a symptom,
a pointer to some more deeply buried ancestral trauma. The
literature on trauma is replete with images of ghosts, phantoms and
secrets. 24
Of particular relevance here is the notion of speakability: the
capacity of sufferers to give voice to their trauma. In their study of
the effects of the Holocaust on identity, for example, Rosenman and
Handelsman focus on the nature of collective narrative, or, as they
term it, 'group story'.25 Just as Lear's discussion of the Crow
illustrated, Rosenman and Handelsman suggest that the kind of
collective narrative a group creates has a profound influence on the
subjective sense of being of group members. If, after catastrophe, a
group is unable to construct a coherent, forward-looking vision a narrative of radical hope, in Lear's terms - then the prospects for
the group are diminished and real danger emerges:
An unreal, garbled story tends to freeze the group in time; it
impedes mourning over the losses and cathecting the
humiliations suffered in past catastrophes. Corollarily, it
gives a free pass to promptings from the repetition
compulsion to redo the catastrophe; for instance, the
disconnectedness of the story entices acting out as the group
members restage the past in efforts to grasp it.26
In her discussion of child Holocaust survivors, Louise Kaplan
explores how muteness is the inevitable first response to massive
trauma. 27 However, to the extent that this muteness becomes a

24.
25.

See E. R~shkin, F~mily Secrets "nd the Psycho"n"lysis of N"rr"tive, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1Y92; N. Abmhmn "nd M. Torok, Tilt' S/It'1I nlld tI", /(1'1'IIt'1 Vol. 1, Chic"go,
University of Chic",;o Press, ·19Y4.
S. Rosl'nm"n and I. H"ndelsm"n, 'Identity "s " Leg"cy of the Holoc"ust: Encountering"
Survivor's niHT"tiv,,', Tilt' 10111'1I01 (If I'sycilOllislory, vol. 1H, no. 1, 1Y90, pp. 35-69. For rel"ted
disclIssion, sec M. Chnrles, 'The Illtergellerntiul1111 Transmission of Unresolved Mourning:

Personal, !'"milial, "nd Cultuml Factors: So",ikso: IOlll'llnl 11'IIIt' Illdinll I'SycilOnJlIl/ylic Socil'ly,
no. 54, 2003, PI" 65-811; N. Auerh"hn and D. L"ub, 'Intergener"tional Mem()J'y of the
Holoc~ust', in D"nieli, 1111<'I'IIoliolloi HOlld/look.
26. Rosenm~n "nd H"ndelsm"n, 'Identity as " Leg"cy', p. 38.
27. L. I<apl"n, 'Im"ges of Absence, Voices of Silence', in L. l<i1pl"n, No Voict' is EVl'1' WllVlly Los/:
All £.\'I'lomlioll of till' /)'t'l'los/illg Allne/IIlIl'1I1 Dt'li/WI'II l'ol't'1I1 nlld Cllild, New York, Simon &
Schuster, 19%.
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persistent silence, as it did for many Holocaust survivors, then,
Kaplan says, 'the shelter of silence becomes a Holocaust monument
that casts its shadow over the life of the child'.28 Annie Rogers
displayed this remarkably in her therapeutic work with Ellen, a
Jewish girl in Boston whose step-aunt had been a victim of Gestapo
brutality in Paris. Knowledge of the brutality had been purposely
suppressed by Ellen's mother, ostensibly to protect her. Yet Ellen's
personality became structured around the traumatic secret and,
among other symptoms, she began to dream about Nazi raids.
Secret or unspoken tralllna, because of its unspeakability, is likely
to manifest itself in acted out behaviour such as substance abuse,
domestic violence, sexual abuse and incest,29 Silence, of course, is
greatly exacerbated if society at large chooses to deny the
catastrophic events that led to the traumatic consequences for a
particular group. Certainly, this kind of conspiracy of silence was
true after the Holocaust, and one could make an argument that this
kind of denial is evident in Australia, even in what is perhaps the
most enlightened and honest official discussion of the experience of
Aboriginal people there. 3D
Speaking of the kinds of symptoms one can expect from people
carrying around frozen ancestral trauma, Kaplan lists many
symptoms (symptoms, I should note, that in the absence of an
understanding of the sociohistorical bases of collective trauma, are
commonly regarded by society at large as symptoms of individual
pathology, thereby providing a rationale for punitive, militaristic
and coercive interventions of the kind recently carried out by the
Howard government in Australia):
The most common symptoms among the children and adults
28.
29.

Kapbn, 'Images of Absence', p. 219.
A. Rogers, Th~ 1I11"n!lnL"~: Th~ Hirld~1I

LnIlSIl"g~ of Tmllllln,

New York. Ballantine,

2007. See

nlso the film concerning domestic violence nmong the Miiori of Aotci1roa/Nc\·v Zenlnnd

30.

by

L. Tamahori [Oir.], QIICt' \!II.'/'(' \!IInrriors, New Line Home Video, 2003.
II is clear from a comment by the authors of Litlle Childrell nr~ SnCl'~d that, despite the
apparent thoI'Dughness with which they approached the task of conducting the inquiry,
their terllls of reference were severely delimited: 'This inquiry is, of course, concerned with
the Northern Territory experience. II is not able to correct, or recommend corrections to, 2lJU
YC(lrs or 100 YCtlrs of the discmpov,'crnwnt llnd institut-ioJ1n! discrirninnlion to ""hich

Aboriginal people have been subjected. Nor is the inquiry able tn right the political and
social wrongs ih"l hllve led to the dysfunction ,'\'hich now exists tn a considerable degree' in

thc NT. Thc best· it can hope to achievc is to prcscnl mcaningful pruposals that the
government might adopt so th(ll Aboriginal communitil's lhcIl1se!ves, with support, can

cffectively prcvent sexual abusc of their children' (p. 14). Thc caulinus cuphemistic
language in which the brutalities of colonization llJ"C couched offers further evidence of thl'
unwillingness of the t1uthoritics to go beyond symptoms to exnminc root cnuses or to lnke
seriously Ab()I"iginnl lrtlumtl, memory, history or vic\vpoints"
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we encountered were phobias - school phobias in the
children and agoraphobia, a terror of leaving the house or
walking in the streets, in the adults. Out of the blue, the child
of a survivor would be overcome by bouts of inexplicable
sadness, spells of uncontrollable weeping. A few were selfmutilators. Some sought relief from psychosomatic illnesses,
such as colitis. All were beset by fears of bodily damage and
illness. All complained of an eating disorder .,. What made
our experiences with children of survivors distinctly
different was our own uncanny sensations of speaking with
the dead. 31
Kaplan notes that this trauma transmission has little to do with the
conscious intentions of parents, As Rogers' study of Ellen, the
second-generation survivor, clearly illustrates, most parents
actually attempt to shield their children from the trauma narratives
in the parents' own pasts,32 It is this very silence, this
unspeakability, that causes the child to receive the trauma
unconsciously. The experience of trauma has misshaped the
parental psyche, and it is through interaction and identification
with this misshapen psyche that the child develops a subjective
sense of being that is shaped around trauma,33
Kaplan says that it is the lethal combination of the uncanny
attunement that a child must have to parental emotional states in
order to survive, coupled with the silence of a parent burdened
either by shame, fear or loathing, or perhaps by ancestral phantoms
of which they are not even aware, that produces the unspeakability
in the child of their own emotional experiences that leads to the
subsequent development of severe trauma symptoms,34 Healing
phantomically traumatized children, therefore, requires
resuscitating the capacity for speech and the revivification of
narrative capabilities in the adults of a traumatized community so
that, ultimately, as parental ghosts are exorcised, their children can
be freed of their ghostly burdens and become well. If this is not
31.
32.

Knplnn, 'Imnges of Absence', p. 222.
Rogers, 'fli" 1II1snljllbl".
33. See;\. Green, 0" Pr;-Ut1/c A1ndl1(,ss, Ne\'\' York, Intl'rn<ltionnl Universities Press, "1986 nnd G.
Kohoo «>d.), '111<' D<'Ild Molli..,.: TIi" Work of Alldn' en'CII, New York, Routledge, 1999, for
discussiun of the psychic processes by which children (lequire (ldlilt emotionnl stntcs
through idcJltificntion. Sec ill50 Judith Kestenberg's discussion of ll'illlspnsition, hcr term for
intergcncl'iltionnl lrilUIlW trnnsmission, in J. Kcs(cnbt~rg llnd I. Brenner, 1.11M l'Vi/llcss; TIle

34.

Cliifd SI/I1Ii!'or or,Ii" /-I%enl/sf, Arlington, Americnn Psychintric Publishing, '19%.
Knplnn, 'Imnges of Absence,' p. 226.
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done, \·ve can expect the adults to act out their unconscious trauma
and thereby perpetuate the damaging cycle of unprocessed trauma
for another generation. 35

The Catastrophic Consequences of Severing Social Links
In History Beyond Traul1la Fran~ois Davoine and Jean-Max
Gaudilliere analyze this issue from a Lacanian psychoanalytic
perspective. 36 They argue that disorders commonly considered
psychiatric, such as schizophrenia and psychosis, may be induced
through the severance of social links and the transmission across
generations of unmetabolized trauma. They suggest that
supposedly oppositional, pathological or deviant behaviours (for
instance, symptoms publicly associated with some Aboriginal
groups in Australia such as petrol sniffing, alcohol consumption,
domestic violence, incest and sexual abuse) may well be
unconscious responses to culturally transmitted trauma or to the
lack produced in people whose subjectivities have been annihilated.
People who have had their experience of their histories foreclosed
through, for example, cultural genocide or geographic
displacement, will live with lack, but are likely to be unaware of the
causes of the absence within.
Davoine and Gaudilliere argue that psychological symptoms of
madness in our patients in the present provide important clues to
ancestral trauma. 'Sometimes', they note, 'a fit of madness tells us
more than all the news dispatches about the leftover facts that have
no right to existence'.3? Severe psychic symptoms in the present are
potentially symptoms of frozen trauma desperately seeking to be
voiced. In Lacanian terms, what is at issue here is the Real - that
area of experience that lies unformulated in the unconscious. As
Davoine and Gaudilliere note, naming requires an
acknowledgement of the unnameable within, a silent spectral
realm of anguish. The therapist's responsibility, therefore, is to
bring into the present that which is unspoken or even unspeakable.
This occurs, Davoine and GaudilLiere suggest, through a process in

35.

36.

37.

Sec Tml\nhnri, OIlC(' Wt'l't' Wnrriors.

F.

D~voinc

ond

J.

C~lIdiJlii,,'c,

I-lis/ol'l! 1J!'lfol/d "limllllo, Ncw Ynrk, Othcr Prcss, 2111J4. I'nr

ndditionnl c1inicnl iJlustr<ltion of <l Ltl~<1ni<l'n ilpprollch to Ircnlll1cnl of sevcre symptoms sec
W. Apollon, D. Ikrgl'ron ~nd L. C~ntin, l1.fll'l" Lncl/l/; Clil/icn/ "mc/ic!' nl/d IIII' Su/Jj!'c/ of Oil'

Ul/cOl/sciOI/S, Alb~ny, SUNY Prcss, 211112.
Di.1voinl' i.lI1d C<llldilliere, J'Ii~Jf}r,ll, p. xxvii.
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which therapists become acutely attuned listeners who struggle to
hem in everyday speech signifiers that offer access points to the
trauma in the unconscious:
Thus the stories we shall tell are those of descendants whose
task it was to transmit, from generation to generation, pieces
of frozen time. The problem is to recognize that these
moments excised from history are actualized in the present
of the analytic work. 38
From an analytic perspective, then, the question that the anguish of
an individual or community raises is an archeological one. It
pertains precisely to what in their history has led to the current
breakdown in individual subjectivity and the group's capacity to
construct a future-oriented collective narrative. How might we
enable such groups to enter history and speak the unspoken that
has so profoundly shaped their individual and collective
experiences? In what way might the dead of our ancestral and
spectral pasts live on within all of US?39 Who is equipped and
willing to take on the responsibility of serving as what Davoine and
Gaudilliere call a 'guarantor' of those ancestral experiences being
given voice from now on?
Davoine and Gaudilliere argue that 'dehistoricization of
experience', for instance through geographic dislocations, forced
removals and cultural genocide, is particularly traumatic as it
causes people to lose the social link with their pasts. They suggest
that we must assist such people in 'regaining a foothold in
history'.40 Drawing on Wittgenstein, they employ the concept of
petrification, arguing that people's bodies can be so numbed by
trauma that, as Wittgenstein said, 'I turn into stone and my pain
goes on'.41 The authors note that children are particularly
susceptible to noticing the blank affect of petrified adults and are
likely to absorb that pain into themselves, 'becoming', as they note,
'the subject of the other's suffering'.42 This is how trauma is

3H. DOl'oine ond Coudilliere, /-lis/ory, p. xxix.
39. For lorger discussion of this ideo, often referred 10 os hmll1tology, see L. Block",on, Henrillg
Voices: Embodimellf nlld EXl'ericIICt" London, Free Assnciotion Press, 2001; L. 13I0cklllon, 'A
Psychophysics nf the h"ogillotioll', ill V. Wolkerdine (cd.), CllIll/ellgillS SIIbjecls: Cri/icnl
I'sycfwloSY jor n Neill Mil/mllillm, New York, Polgrov", 2002; A. Cordon, Chostly Mo/lers:
/-ltII/llliIlS alld Ille SocioloSicnlll1lflsilinlio/l, Minnc(lpolis, University of Minnesotn Press, 1997;
C. Venn, 'Refiguring Subjectivity ofter Modernity', ill Wolkerdill", CllIll/CIIgillg SlIbjecls.
40. Davoille ond Caudillicre, /-listory, p. 47.
41. Quoted ill Davninc olld Coudillierc, /-{is/ory, p. 49.
42. Dov"illc olld C'llIdillierc, /-lis/ory, p. 49.
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transmitted intergenerationally both "vithin families and in whole
communities. As to the psychosocial effects of such a calamity,
Davoine and Gaudilliere are very clear:
Our patients are perpetuating such a hell, one that continues
on in the anesthesia of several generations ... these
descendants may manifest only an omnipresent shame,
unalloyed misfortune, a sense of radical injustice, and a
global sadness, all these being signs of an imminent
catastrophe that they can neither name nor dispe1. 43
How might we address traumatic events that cannot be recounted
because they were never recorded as past? How does one revitalize an individual or a community weighed down by events
that, on a conscious level, they 'can neither name nor dispel'? The
psychoanalytic answer is to assist the anguished person or
community in turning these 'unthought knowns'44 of their
foreclosed history into narrative. This is not an easy task since the
disturbing events have never been encoded in narrative memory.
In psychoanalysis, in such cases - and Davoine and Gaudilliere's
book is replete with examples - analysts rely on their own
unconscious to serve as a receptor for the patient's anguish,
refracted back from the analyst's own memorial archive. The
analyst gives voice to the previously unspeakable trauma and
returns it to the patient in speakable form. The challenge for
analysts, therefore, is to engage alienated sufferers in a revivifying
experience that allows them to reconnect with strands of their
history and hence to begin the process of constructing new
narratives that have historical continuity.
Davoine and Gaudilliere point out the harm that occurs when
the therapist offers silence or shuts down the question when in fact
a receptive response is needed to a trauma sufferer's unspoken
question. In such cases, they note, 'the thread of speech may be
radically cut' and the trauma will continue to maintain its icy grip.45

Bearing Witness to Trauma
As to the elements involved in treating historical or ancestral
trauma, Davoine and Gaudilliere draw lessons from the Salmon
43.
44.
45.

Dovoine ond COlldilliere, J-!;,;!Ol'y, p. 50.
'1' Jh~ O/Jj~cJ: PSyChO"""!.'/';' of 1///' UIIJhollghJ KIIOWII, New York,
Colulllbio University Press, 19H7.
Dovo;ne ond COlldill;ere, J-li,/or!!, p. 71.

C. Bollos, 1'1//' Sh"dow
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principles, a series of treatment principles articulated by Thomas
Salmon to treat shell-shocked World War I soldiers. 46 These four
principles offer a means for engaging in sympathetic conversation
with the unspoken parts of individual or collective unconscious
that are likely to harbour trauma. As the authors remind us, the
goal of these conversations is 'to enable the patient to pass from the
asphyxia of a lethal impasse to the respiration of words exchanged
to name the unnamable'.47
The first principle is 'proximity': We must find within ourselves
the capacity to approach the hidden - possibly even dreadful experience of the patient. What is needed is the sensibility to absorb
from the patient the disguised emotion that will communicate 'the
forbidden link to their ancestors'. It is by accepting the patient's
experience that the invitation is given to non-existent parts of the
subject to become present. As Davoine and GaudilJiere note, the
alive subjective presence of the therapist is vital, since a
depersonalized experience will exacerbate the trauma. The
therapist serves as a refractive mirror for the traumatized person's
experience, thereby validating their fundamental existence as a
human being. As Davoine and Gaudilliere note, proximity creates
what Winnicott refers to as a potential space, a safe place in which
a person can allow unspoken or dead parts of themselves to come
to be. 48 Quoting from the work of noted French child psychiatrist,
Lionel Bailly, Davoine and Gaudilliere sum up this process in
children in the following way:
When 'children hear the voices of the dead' these are most
often the voices of those who died without burial, without a
rite. This brief hallucination will cease as soon as it is heard
by a therapist in whom the voices of the dead can resonate
instead of remaining a dead letter. If the voice finds no echo,
he says, 'we have the seed of psychosis ... '4\/
Davoine and Gaudilliere emphasize that the therapist must be
neither a passive observer nor an intrusive interlocutor. Rather,
what is at issue with proximity is the receptivity of the professional
listener, one who can, as Bailly suggests, 'exchange one's own
46.

1'. S~ll11on, Till' C"r" "lid Tn'"III/,'1I1 or MCII'ol Di"',,,I" "lid W"r N""ro,,',, (Sill'll SIIock) ill III"
I3rili.,11 /lrIllY, New York, W~r Wor'k COl11l11itlec of the N~lionnl COl11l11illee (or Menl~1
Hygiene, 1\/'17.
47. Dnv"ine ~nd C~udjlljere, lii,lory, l'. JHl.
48. D. Winnicoll, r/"!lill:~ "lid Rl'flli,y, New York, Routledge, 1\/8\/.
4\/. D~voine and Caudilliere, I-li.,'or.'!, Pl'. 145-6.
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knowledge of catastrophes for the child's terrible knowledge, so
that the child is not longer the only one holding if. 5o Contrary to
Western notions of childhood ilU1ocence, or even tnbuln ernsa, the
idea here is that too often the baby is burdened with excessive
knowledge - unknowingly, of course - and our task, therefore, is
to assist in naming this terrible knowledge. In responding to
children we are not offering something new. We are merely
returning to them what is already theirs, but now in a manner that
increases their capacity to own their own histories. The situation
with children is all the more poignant because of the probability of
sensitive children assuming the psychic burdens of their families.
In psychological jargon such children are often referred to as
'parentified'. Davoine and Gaudilliere describe the process this
way: 'As we have seen, a baby may be assigned the role of therapon,
keeper of the mind for its parents, the boundary of their
irrationality, remaining welded to them by a bond that may prevent
any attachment'.51 We thus need to be especially carefully attuned
to the unthought knowns in the lives of infants and young
children. 52
The second Salmon principle is 'immediacy'. Trauma theory
suggests that traumatic experiences are best dealt with
immediately. Davoine and Gaudilliere, noting the timelessness of
unconscious material that has not been turned into narrative, point
out that whenever an attempt is made to communicate unconscious
material we must strive to be immediately present to it. Irrespective
of how often trauma attempts to make itself felt - for example,
through aggression, withdrawal, emotional outbursts, sexual
acting out, addiction - until trauma is truly named, each
encounter should be considered a first encounter and treated with
immediacy. Some people, burdened by such trauma, experience
time as stopped, and are profoundly stuck in their lives. As
Davoine and Gaudilliere note, in a manner reminiscent of Lear's
discussion of the despair experienced by Crow Chief Plenty Coups,
sometimes, '''Once upon a time" becomes "Once upon no time"'.53
Such persons experience being haunted by invisible ghosts. Their
past is continually, albeit invisibly, present and they need our active
50.

Bailly, quoted in Davoine and Caudilliere, l'fi~lory, p. 145.
51. Dnvoinc (lnd GnudilJicre, History, p. "157.
52. See A.l'iontelli, Fro/ll FcllI~ fo Child: 1\11 Ob'l'rvnliollnl nlld r"jcJlOnllnl'jfic -,flldlj, New York and
London, ROlltledge, "19lJ2 fo)' illuslr(ltio!1s of the workings
lInC()Il~ci(lliS lr~umil in prel111tlll
"nd postnatal infants.
53. Davoine and C"udilli"re, l'li~/"I'Y, p. 17lJ.
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assistance in re-entering present time and imagining agentic
futures for themselves.
'Expectancy', the third of the Salmon principles, expresses faith
and hope. If a person comes to us expecting nothing, Davoine and
Gaudilliere suggest, our responsibility is to have expectations for
them, and most important of all, to have a willingness to name the
truth. The authors also warn against the dangers of intellectual
detachment because, failing to provide a real human relationship
will perpetuate 'a lesion in otherness',54 thereby leaving the sufferer
stuck with the anguish of an unnamed traumatic experience.
The final Salmon principle, 'simplicity', refers to the authenticity
of the existential encounter between therapist and trauma sufferer.
Davoine and Gaudilliere pose the question rather elegantly: How is
it possible to meet someone? For this not-so-simple existential
encounter we must use simple, direct language. The goal is 'to be
sensitive to fossil messages, apparently without origin or form,
coming from worlds that have disappeared, uprooted from the
conventional and contrived universes of reason'.55

Trauma in Aboriginal Communities I: An Indigenous
Canadian Perspective
The cumulative trauma suffered by indigenous peoples in the
Americas has been well documented. 56 Knowing that North
American and Australian indigenous peoples had suffered under
very similar Anglophile regimes of colonization and conquest, and
knowing that many of the same cataclysmic social consequences,
including substance abuse, sexual abuse, domestic violence and an
apparent breakdown of community, had occurred on both
54.
55.
56.

Dnvoine nnd Gnudilliere, Hislory, p. 328.
Dnvoine nnd Gm,dilliere, Hi~lory, p. 251.
Sec P. Allen, OJftlll' Ik'''l"Vlllioll: 1~"t7ecliolls all BOlllldory-bll~liIlS, Border Cn>~~illg, Loose COIIOIIS,
Boston, Bencan Press, 1998; W. Churchill, Kill the Indinn, 5nve the Mnn, 5nn Fmncisco, City
Lights Books, 2004; W. Churchill, A UllIt- Moller 'if Gl'IIocid,,: SlrugS"'f"r till' LOlld 011.1 I"diolls
I~ Us, 5nn Fmncisco, City Lights Books, 1997; M. Crow Dog, Lnkota Womnn, New York,
/-IMpel' Percnninl, 1991; E. Durnn, B. Durnn, M. Yellow Horse Brn"C /-Ienrt nnd 5. Yellow
/-Iorse-Dnvis, 'Henling the Americnn Indinn Soul Wound', in Dnnieli (cd.), 11I1",."oli'lI/ol
!-!II"dbook; 5. Fournier nnd E. Crey, Slo!1'1I 1'1"11111 aliI' £lIIbmcl': TIll' Abdllclioll of Firsl Nolhllls
Cliildrell 011.1 Iii" R"stomlioll or Ab"rigillol Celllllll II II ilil'S, Vnncouver/Toronto, Douglns &
Mcintyre, 1997; M. Gngnc, 'The Role 01 Dcpcndency nnd Culoninlisl11 in Genemting Trnumn
in First Nnlions Citizens', in Dnnieli (cd.), llIte-rullliolllll [-['lIldl",ok; D. 5tnnnnrd, IUllakoll
[-[ol"cllllsl: TIi" Celllll"e,t ortli" N"w World, Oxford, Oxford Univcrsity Prcss, 1993; M.l;111ssig,
SIIOIIIIlIIi,lII, C"IOllioli'lI/ 011.1 llie Wild MOil: A Stlldy ill Tt'rror 011.1 I-Imli/Ig, Chien go, Univcrsity
of Chiclgo Press, 19117; H. Zinn, I'eo/,I,,', Hisl"ry "f Iii,' Ullite-d Stote-s: 1492-1'1"1"1'111, Ncw Yurk,
/-Inrper Perenninl, 2005.
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continents, I decided to look at the North American situation. Being
particularly interested in healing processes, I thought an
indigenous perspective might be especially useful. This led me to
Fournier and Crey's Stolen Frail/ Our Embrace. Fournier and Crey
present a devastating portrait of the catastrophic consequences that
ensued when the Canadian government removed the parenting
rights of First Nations families. 57 This occurred initially through the
residential schooling system, and later through a system in which
children were involuntarily 'scooped' from their families and placed
in anglophile foster families for the express purpose of forced
assimilation. The slogan 'Kill the Indian to save the man' would
appear to be an accurate description of the government's intent.
While I had expected some parallels in the experiences of
Canadian and Australian indigenous peoples, I was astounded by
the similarity not only in the patterns of physical and cultural
genocide, but also the remarkable parallels in pathological outcome
once cultural and community bonds had been severed and cultural
transmission processes shattered. My second interest was in
exploring ways in which Australian and Canadian indigenous
communities have attempted to heal themselves using indigenous
and Western mental health systems.
Fournier and Crey are clear from the outset that sexual and
physical abuse 'lay at the center of aboriginal people's tonnent'.58
Consider this one brief example of the ways in which physical and
sexual trauma and the cultural genocide in the residential schools
rendered the ensuing trauma unspeakable:
The last residential school in Canada closed its doors in 1984.
Today, as more and more survivors break their silence about
the physical, sexual and emotional abuse they suffered, it is
clear that the traumatic impact of the schools will endure for
many more decades. 'My hands are permanently injured
from the beatings they inflicted on me,' Musqueam Nation
former chief George Guerin says of his years at the Kuper
Island school. 'Sister Marie Baptiste had a supply of sticks as
long and thick as pool cues. When she heard me speak my
language, she'd lift up her hands and bring the stick down
on me. I've still got bumps and scars on my hands. I have to

57. Fournier nnd ere)' lise the terms Fi"...;1 Naliolls ilnd A b01'iSillol intcrchnngenbly when
discussing Cnllildn's indigcnolls pCllples.
58. Fournier 'lI1d Cl'ey, 51111<'11./;"01/1 11/11' ElllhmCf'. p. 10
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wear special gloves because the cold weather really hurts my
hands. I tried very hard not to cry when I was being beaten and
I can still just turn off my feelings. I still understand my language 150 percent, but I calU10t speak it. I've even seen a psychologist to find out why I can't voice those words any more'.59
A key point in Fournier and Crey's book is the role institutionalized
paedophilia played in destroying the social fabric of families. They
narrate how a British Columbia Supreme Court Justice, Douglas
Hogarth, who presided over the trial of a sexual predator, stated:
'As far as the victims are concerned, the Indian residential school
system was nothing more than institutionalised pedophilia ...
Generations of children were wrenched from their families and
were brought up to be ashamed to be Indians'.60 Fournier and Crey
point out that policies of cultural genocide in the residential
schools, coupled with betrayal of trust by priests, nuns and others
who were effectively in loco parentis for many generations of
indigenous children, caused children to return to their
communities 'as poorly educated, angry, abused strangers who had
no experience in parenting'.61 Cinderina Williams, testifying to the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples in 1994, stated:
Perhaps the greatest tragedy was ... [by] not being brought
up in a loving, caring, sharing, nurturing environment, they
did not have these skills; as they are learned through
observation, participation and interaction. Consequently,
when these children became parents, and most did at an
early age, they had no parenting skills. They did not have the
capability to show affection. They sired and bred children
but were unable to relate to them on any leve1. 62
The tragedy was compounded by cultural genocide that left
returning generations of children ashamed of and utterly divorced
from the languages, cultural norms, rituals and ceremonies of their
cultures of origin. This, coupled with poverty and lack of economic
opportunities, contributed to a sense of hopelessness, and
powerlessness of the kind Lear discusses with respect to the Crow
Nation. The cumulative effects of all of this, led no doubt to
intergenerational trauma transmission 63 and to the kind of
59. FOllrnier ~nd Cre)', Sloh'" frol" 0"1' EIII/m/c/', p. 62.
Fournier ~nd Cre)', 510/1'1/ frolll o"r Elllbracc, p. 72.
61. FOllrnier ~nd Cre)', StO/I',,/rolll ollr Elllbrace, p. H2.
62. QlIolcd in Fournier ~nd Cre)', Sio/('// /rolll 0"1' 1:11I/mlC£', p. H3.
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catastrophic consequences all too familiar to Indigenous people in
Australia. The events at Davis Inlet are illustrative:
Horrific television footage from Davis Inlet, Labrador, in
early 1993 served as a dramatic wake-up call to Canadians
about the hopeless lives endured by so many aboriginal
children in the nation's North. The sight of seventeen Innu
children huddled in a shack, high from sniffing gasoline
fumes and crying out that they wanted to die was impossible
to ignore. Viewers may have been shocked by the selfdestructiveness of gasoline addiction, but it soon became
apparent the children's despair had an underlying cause. As
hordes of media personnel descended on their remote
community, the children said they could see no other way to
escape the torture of the sexual abuse they were enduring
than to die.
The adults of Davis Inlet, demoralised, dispossessed of their
traditional land base and their spirituality, sexually
victimised themselves in church-run schools, were preying
without mercy on their own children. Canadians learned
that virtually no child in Davis Inlet reached adolescence
sexually unmolested. Many had been violently raped by
drunken adults, mostly their own relatives, and assaulted by
older children crazed on gas fumes. 64
Fournier and Crey argue that the situation was compounded in
Canada in the 1960s when the provinces received per capita
payments for placing indigenous children in foster care. The
number of children in custodial care ballooned and sexual abuse of
these children continued unabated. Fournier and Crey conclude:
After several generations of invasive, inappropriate contact
between substitute caregivers and aboriginal children, incest
began to invade aboriginal homes in epidemic proportions.
Violent sexuality was acted out primarily within the family
or affinity group; aboriginal offenders seldom committed
sexual offences against strangers. 65
With respect to solutions, Fournier and Crey are clear that repair
63. See Duron et al.. 'Healing the American Indian Sou] Wound'. and Gagne. 'The Role of
Dependency and Colonialism in Generating Trauma in First Nations Citizens'. both in
Danieli (cd.), IlIlemnliollnll-Inlldl",,,k.
64. Fournier and Crey, Siolell frolll Oil,. Elllbrace, p. 115.
65. Fournier and Crey, S/olellfrolll Oil" Elllinna, p. 123.
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requires that indigenous people be reconnected with their cultural
and social origins to restore a memorially anchored and culturally
constituted sense of self and to mitigate shame. As one survivor
told a therapist:
I came to understand it wasn't because of me that all these
things happened, it was because this had happened to my
aunt and uncle and grandfather and great-grandfather ... all
the way back ... it was being collected from the point of
European contact and being spilled out on the youngest
generation each time. 66
The net result, these authors argue, is that the familial and
community bonds through which culture is transmitted were
almost irreparably shattered, and children, therefore, were left
without identity, without hope, without protection.
A key mechanism in the promotion of healing in some Canadian
First Nations communities has been the promotion of sobriety and
re-engagement with ancestral rituals and ceremonies. Establishing
sobriety had been a difficult and demanding task as it requires
confronting accumulated pain and shame instead of fleeing from it.
In what would appear to be a notable difference from the official
government position in Australia, in 1996 the Canadian Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples acknowledged the devastating
effects of cultural genocide on indigenous Canadians:
They are the current generation paying the price of cultural
genocide, racism and poverty, suffering the effects of
hundreds of years of colonialist public policies. It's as though
an earthquake has ruptured their world from one end to
another, opening a deep rift that separates them from their
past, their history and their culture. They have seen parents
and peers fall into this chasm, into patterns of despair,
listlessness and self-destruction.67
Despite these words, of course, indigenous Canadians continue to
suffer tremendously from poverty, alcoholism, racism, geographic
dislocation and loss of cultural connection, all of which are
carefully documented by Fournier and Crey. Nevertheless, the
authors offer hopeful illustrations of sobriety movements and
indigenous and conventional healing circles that are beginning to
66. Fournier and Crey, 510"'11./;'0111 0111' EIIII,m..." p. 139.
67. Quoted in Fourniel' and Crey, Siolell Ji'lllll 0111' EII/bme.-, p. 207.
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show promise in some indigenous communities. What keeps such
efforts going, the authors conclude, is the knowledge that
somewhere in the collective memory of First Nations bands are
memories of 'wise child-rearing ways'.68 Reconnection both to
child-rearing traditions based on an ethic of care and to larger
ancestral traditions and ritual appears to be vital if the cycle is to be
interrupted.

Trauma in Aboriginal Communities II: An Indigenous
Australian Perspective
In Traulna Trails Judy Atkinson addresses the cOlnplex needs of
Aboriginal communities in her native country.69 Early in the work
Atkinson rather matter-of-factly informs readers of an encounter
with a Queensland Aboriginal Affairs bureaucrat. When she told
him of her work he 'told me I was wasting my time. He informed
me "the solution is clear ... just stop them from breeding''''?O
Atkinson lays out in great detail some of the central tenets of
Aboriginal epistemology, including the key idea of 'spiritual
continuity between present and past',?l Studies in the area of white
privilege suggest that white dominant postcolonial cultures are
predominantly presentist and materialist in orientation - there is
often total amnesia in relation to prior ethnic heritage and collective
cultural memory.72 Indigenous cultures are very different in that
the past is valued as an anchor for the present and a harbinger for
the future. To understand the significance of the cultural excision of
ancestral memory in Indigenous people's lives it is essential,
Atkinson argues, to grasp the importance of 'The "Time Before
Morning" or "The Dreamings", and the ancestral beings who were
active in that past',?3 The consequences of the eradication of this
continuity is clearly stated by Atkinson:
The willful denigration and destruction of Aboriginal
ceremonial responsibilities and processes by the colonisers
has therefore had profound transgenerational effects on the
Fournier [lnd erey, Sloll'l1.1i'OJ/l our Embrace, p. 236.
Atkinson. 'I1mlllll/ Tmil.<: 1~l'crcn/iIlS SOliS lilies: Th,. TmllsSl'lIl'm/ioll,,1 E}!i'e/s
1hlllllln ill
IlIdiSl'lIOIlS Alls/mlin, North Melbollrne, Spinifex Press, 2002.
70. Atkinson, Tmllllll1 '1inils, p. 8.
71. Atkinson, 1imlllln Tmil.', p.
Fine el ~I., 00' WI,il,'; R. Fr~nkenbeq-\, While Willi 11'11, I<"e,' MolI,.rs: Th,. S"ci,,1 CIIII,;/,."elillll l!r

oR.

"r

69. J.

72.

33.

WhiI<'III'S';, New York, Rooll"dgc, 2003.
73. Atkinson, 'I1mlllln hllil,;, p. 33.
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people of this land. Aboriginal people have been prevented
from engaging in ceremonial processes for healing from
trauma. The distressed feelings that accompany loss, death,
and devastation remain as destructive forces within the land
and the people,74
Atkinson speaks of lore as the wisdom that passes down through
generations and suggests that the trauma of colonization and the
institutionalized bureaucratization of Indigenous people's lives
have led to the collapse of lore - a 'lorelessness' that leaves
Indigenous people adrift, without history, memory, or wellbeing. 75
Drawing on Kai Erikson's writings, Atkinson argues that violation
of the boundaries of family and place opens the door to the collapse
of the social infrastructure, a collapse that then leads to alcohol and
violence and to further deterioration of the social fabric. She cites
the specific example of the occupants of the Grassy Narrows
Reserve who were removed from their native lands in 1963 after an
international papermaking company poisoned the lakes and rivers
with methyl mercury. This dis-place-ment had profound
consequences for the group:
These now-poisoned waters had represented both the life
support and spiritual identity of the people. Within a short
period following relocation, sexual assault, child neglect and
abuse, extreme alcohol abuse, petrol-sniffing and death
through violence became epidemic within the community.
Men beat women and abused children, women discarded
dependent infants and abused children, and older children
beat and raped younger children. Hierarchies of power
abuse and misdirected pain and anger were expressed in
community violence. Old people could remember 'the time
before'; in their shame at the 'time present', they felt
powerless to effectively intervene. In fact, they were often
victims of violence themselves. Abuse became
transgenera tional. 76
Atkinson outlines the cruelty, humiliation, degradation and
dislocations that occurred under the auspices of the police,
euphemistically named 'protectors' of Aboriginal people. In a
mirror-image of the Canadian government's approach, the
74. Atkinson, Trallllln Trails, p. 35.
75. Atkinson, Trallllln Trails, p. 45.
76. Atkinson, Traullln 1hlils, pp. 54-5.
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Australian governm.ent created conditions that sought to induce in
Aboriginal people a state of powerlessness, cultural erosion and
humiliation that foreshortened their futures and led them towards
paths of self-destruction which, when criminalized, led to further
enmeshment in regimes of pathologization and incarceration by
State and Territory governments. The dislocations of wounded
people - so aptly named in one US instance as The Trail afTearsled to what Atkinson calls trauma trails - trails of disaster, pain and
dislocation that can be traced across time and people?7 Perhaps
what is most ironic about these trauma trails is their invisibility to
the Aboriginal people themselves, who are suffering such great
losses. This very invisibility of the sociohistorical links to cultural
memory is what makes this kind of suffering so profoundly
damaging to individual and collective psyches, as noted above.
We should not be surprised perhaps, that an apparatus of
government that relied on forced removals, incarceration and
pathologization to address the psychic consequences of its own disowned actions, would also enlist the repressive powers of
psychiatric diagnosis. Atkinson's book contains examples of
survivors explaining how they were diagnosed as schizophrenic,
exposed to electric shock treatments, given psychotropic
medications, and so on for their symptoms. Referring to the
experiences of one Aboriginal survivor named Don, Atkinson
notes:
Don provided a number of instances when what could be
called 'psychotic' episodes appeared to have links to the
traumatic experiences of previous family members, which he
said at the time he had not previously known about. At times
he appeared to be acting out other people's trauma, or other
people's trauma enmeshed with his own. Aboriginal
traditional healers who were present at one episode said he
was Jiving 'too much in the past ... he's back with old people,
and he has to come back here'. Much more work has to be
done on this for it to be discussed in any depth. It is
necessary, as this book clearly demonstrates, to voice a
caution before diagnosing any Aboriginal person from a
Western medical psychiatric paradigm?8

77.

Atkinson, Tmllllln "I,'nil" p, 88.
78. Atkinson, '[mllllln 'f)'nil" p, 183,
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With respect to solutions, Atkinson invokes the Aboriginal concept
of dndirri, a restorative form of listening that creates something that
might be considered equivalent to the healing circles described in
the Canadian context by Fournier and Crey. Atkinson summarizes
dadirri this way:
The principles and functions of dadirri are: a knowledge and
consideration of community and the diversity and unique
nature that each individual brings to community; ways of
relating and acting within community; a non-intrusive
observation, or quietly aware watching; a deep listening and
hearing with more than the ears; a reflective non-judgmental
consideration of what is being seen and heard; and having
learnt from the listening, a purposeful plan to act, with
actions informed by learning, wisdom, and the informed
responsibility that comes with knowledge.79
What is distinctive about this approach, which Atkinson illustrates
with copious examples of heart-breaking narratives of suffering, as
well as hopeful paths toward healing, is an emphasis on
community and ancestral memory, which, for the most part, is
conspicuously absent from Western therapeutic regimes. Atkinson
advocates using reflective discussion and 'storytelling, drawing,
writing, dancing and drama, and Aboriginal cultural tools for
healing'.80 Atkinson also underlines the importance of group
process in which people work collectively to make sense of their
experiences. However, in addition to the conventional strategies of
group therapy, Atkinson emphasizes the importance of the
sociohistorical aspect of the work - that is, helping
participants locate their own trauma within the network of
global colonisations and histories - seeking answers to
questions about why colonisers needed to leave their own
countries, to colonise and subordinate other groupS.81

79. Atkinson, 7imlliln Tmils, p. 16.
MO. Atkinson, 7im/lllt! '/i'lIils, p. 238.
81. Atkinson, 'Iimlliln Tmi/s, p. 249.
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Among the Aborigines, can there be an Aborigine?
Creating Space for Radical Hope in Indigenous
Communities
In this article I have been concerned with what happens to a
community when meaningful life comes to an end. While there is
tremendous diversity in the life experiences of different Aboriginal
groups in Australia, the evidence suggests that many Aboriginal
people are facing a crisis of hope. If the very purpose and meaning
of the group ceases to exist, how are young people to construct
visions of what Jonathan Lear calls radical hope? In this article,
arguing from a trauma theory perspective, I have emphasized the
importance of recuperating ancestral narrative and facilitating the
construction of new group narratives by Aboriginal people. Such
narratives will allow different Aboriginal groups to embrace their
Indigenous roots and mourn the depredations wrought by
colonization, residential schooling, disenfranchisement and all of
their allied social maladies. Judy Atkinson makes an eloquent plea
to 'give our people the confidence to dream again',82 and her work,
and that of her colleagues at Gnibi - the College of Indigenous
Australian Peoples Southern Cross University,83 in training helping
professionals in trauma theory and Indigenous modes of healing is
profOlmdly hopeful. Hopeful, too, is Gregory Phillips' vision of an
approach to public policy with regard to Aboriginal people that is
built on respect and takes an integrative approach to physical,
emotional and spiritual wellbeing. 84 Phillips understands full well
the catastrophic consequences when narrative is ruptured, and
takes seriously the need to build a collaborative, Indigenously
grounded healing process for and with Aboriginal people in their
local communities.
The challenge of the question in my title, however, is whether
Australia can make the kind of grand commitment that truly seeks
the recuperation of Aboriginal people as people with a future
within the kind of society Australia is coming to be. Many people
have grave doubts, and I believe that the resolution of this question
by the Australian people will provide a moral bellwether as to the
prospects for Australia becoming a society of genuine equals, or a
H2.
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land in which white Australia triumphantly and guiltily forces the
subservient group to choose between the Scylla of assimilation and
the Charybidis of the end of civilization as they have known it. 85 I
think perhaps the unkindest cut of all would be for Australia to
offer this terrible choice dressed up in neo-liberal health, welfare
and educational initiatives, which, if rejected by Aboriginal people,
then allowed white Australia to blame them for their ingratitude
and supposed dysfunctionality.

Among the Aborigines, Can there Really be an
Aborigine? Political and Structural Considerations
The challenge of this question is whether Australia is genuinely
ready to make the extraordinary gestures needed to allow a new
kind of Australia to emelge. If white Australia shares former Prime
Minster Howard's belief that the dominant cultural pattern should
continue to be 'Judeo-Christian ethics, the progressive spirit of the
Enlightenment, and the institutions and values of British political
culture',86 then any number of paternalistic apologies or programs
will not alter the fundamentally assimilative intent of Australian
federal or territorial government policy. There are other complex
issues too. Guy Rundle suggests that imposing a Westernized
market economy, which mandates the living of a materialist,
consumer self, is antithetical to Aboriginal kinship relations and
thereby damaging to the collective narrative or group identity of
Aboriginal groups.87 Rundle also raises the thorny issue of selfdetermination and warns of the danger in advocating therapeutic
discourses that ultimately lead to adjustment therapies rather than
authentic social change. Then there is the issue of land tenure and
the fundamental fear that the move toward individual ownership
is a Trojan horse for the erasure of the spiritual connection of
Aboriginal people with their lands. 88 Ernest Hunter states the
policy choice bluntly as one between paternalism and autonomy.
85.

See R. Gaita, 'The Moml Force of Reconciliation', in Altman and Hinkson, Coercive

86.

Speech by Prime Minster Howard to the National Press Club, 25 January 2006, quoted in M.
Mansell, 'The Political Vulnerability of the Unrepresented', in Altman and Hinkson, Cocrcive

87.

G. Rundle, 'Military Humanitarianism in Austmlia's North', in Altman and Hinkson,
CVl'I'cive Recollcili"lioll. See also J. Hinkson, 'The "Innocence" of the Settler Imagination', in
Altman and Hinkson, COl'l'cive RecollcilinliolJ.
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He cites a Canadian example of attempting to address symptoms
like sexual abuse through restoring Indigenous community:
allowing communities to control their own destinies and providing
opportunities to reconnect with ancestral memory, especially
through constructing new narratives grounded in indigenous
traditions and aspirations. A similar experiment did not work in
Australia, Hunter informs us, because 'REAL control - of means
of production, resources, services, and policy - are illusory in the
Australian context, at least for socially and economically
marginalized, discrete Aboriginal communities'.89
If, as it would appear, many Aboriginal people in Australia are
experiencing the end of life as they know it; if they are faced with
the prospects of slow death through cultural annihilation and the
systemic withholding of basic services in health, education and
opportunity,90 then it would appear that Australia is confronted
with a moral dilemma, one that is effectively concealed in the
discourse of 'reconciliation'. The symptoms we see are the death
throes of Indigenous cultures and ways of life.
If I were to see a person lying seriously wounded on the street
and I had a choice of patting the injured person on the head or
taking drastic action to save their life I hope I would make the right
moral choice. Hopefully a groundswell will develop in Australia to
push the country's leaders to make the right moral choice for
everybody's sake, but most particularly so that Aboriginal
Australians continue to have the possibility of being Aborigines.
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